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Meetings via Zoom during Pandemic 

 

 
From Group Leader Barrie Friend 

 

Welcome to our third newsletter.  

 

Its aim is to help keep all members of the Military History Group connected and engaged in 

these days of our inability to meet face to face. In circulating it to all Dorking U3A members 

we hope that you find articles of interest. Please let John Sinclair know if you wish not to 

receive it. 

 

mailto:mhgu3adorking@gmail.com
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George Blundell-Pound’s Zoom talk at our last virtual meeting on Adler Tag, perhaps the most 

significant day in The Battle of Britain was warmly received and excellently delivered. For 

those who missed it or want to see it again it’s on https://youtu.be/2FfJoYyYgBM where our 

first talk “What did grandfather really do in the Great War” can also be found. A summary of 

George’s talk is below. 
 

Many of us are on quite a steep technical learning curve with Zoom, as you may notice when 

you view these early talks, but please hang on in there as our skills develop and we start to 

challenge Netflix. Our thanks go to John Sinclair for his support. 

 

Our November 3rd the Zoom talk will be entitled “They buried him among kings; The story of 

our Unknown Warrior” will commemorate the hundredth anniversary of his burial. The Zoom 

link will be sent in good time. On December 1st Jim Barnes will talk on The Royal Flying 

Corps.  

 

We are pleased to welcome Mary King, Di Ross, Jean Williams and Peter Spackman as new 

members to the group and look forward to their stimulating contributions. 

 

It’s a pleasure to announce that founder member of the Military History Group and one-time 

member of the Parachute Regiment Matt Martin will be undertaking a tandem parachute jump 

in the Spring to raise money for MacMillan Nurses. Well done Matt. 

 

We welcome your comments and contributions to the newsletter. 
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Programme 2020 
 

 

November 3: The Unknown Warrior by group member Barrie Friend 

 

This November sees the centenary of the unveiling of Lutyen’s cenotaph accompanied by the 

laying to rest of The Unknown Warrior in Westminster Abbey. What were some of the practical 

and political challenges faced in meeting the tight deadline of November 11th, 1920 following 

King George V’s prevarication and then sudden agreement to the burial?  Barrie will describe 

the challenges, how they were overcome and the glory of the event. 

 

December 1: Jim Barnes will talk on The Royal Flying Corps 

 

 

Dates for 2021 

 

 

January 5 George Blundell Pound “The Naval Battles of Coronel and The Falklands” 

February 2 Barrie Friend 

March 3 Jim Barnes  

April 6 

May 4 

June 8 

July 6 

August 3 

September 7 

 

Zoom Presentations 
 

https://www.danhillmilitaryhistorian.com/archive 
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Adler Tag! 13 August 1940 
 

Summary of presentation by George Blundell-Pound to the MHG 

 

 
 

Adler Tag' (Eagle Day), the launch of the main Luftwaffe assault against the RAF, was 

postponed from 10th to 13th August because of poor weather.  

 

The aim was to force Fighter Command out of the South East corner of England within four 

days and destroy the RAF completely within four weeks. The campaign was ferocious from 

the start. On the afternoon of the 13th, Luftflotten 2 and 3 attempted 485 bomber and 1000 

fighter sorties. Diversionary support from the bombers of Luftflotte 5 based in Norway was 

provided from the 15th against targets in the North East’ 

 

 During the next three weeks, the Luftwaffe tried its utmost to exhaust Fighter Command by 

forcing it to battle against ceaseless attacks on its ground installations, which were moved 

further inland. Airfields in Southern England were subject to intensive daylight raids, while 

night attacks continued against ports, shipping and the aircraft industry. 

 

Despite severe damage to its southern bases, Fighter Command resisted and fought a series 

of great air battles. These inflicted serious and unexpected losses on the Luftwaffe who 

had hoped the RAF strength had been exhausted. The main fear on both sides was how 

long this effort could be sustained, but respite came in early September when the focus of 

operations shifted to London. 

11 Group suffered particularly severe losses in the air and on the ground. The pilots of 

10 and 11 Groups were exhausted and many were killed. Between 26th August and 6th 

September, RAF losses totalled 248, the Luftwaffe's 322. The strain on both sides was 

appalling. 
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Invasion Plan routes in Green.  Thick red line high level radar range – broken line low 

level radar range 

 

 

The presentation contained a number of maps based on the graphic above which clearly showed 

targets and routes for the Germans and how they were countered by the RAF. With each attack 

numbers of aircraft deployed, shot down, damaged on both sides are listed along with details 

of the aircraft types and the leading players. 
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An example of the detail provided: 

 

First raid target RAF Eastchurch, Isle of Sheppy Spitfires from Hornchurch and battle 

commenced 07:02 111 Sqn 12 Hurricanes from Croydon 07:20 151 Sqn 12 

Hurricanes from North Weald 

RAF Eastchurch (Coastal Command) 100 bombs dropped causing serious damage 

destroying hangars, buildings  

16 men killed, 64 injured, 5 Blenheims of 35 Sqn wrecked  

1 74 Sqn Spitfire shot down, 2 damaged  

3 111 Sqn Hurricanes damaged  

5 Do 17 shot down  

6 D0 17 damaged  

 

Quotes  

Quotes from those involved were read out: 

 

Feldwebel Karl Hoffmann 1/KG30 

 

We had been briefed the day previous to Adler Tag that we would be going across the 

Channel in strong formations to attack England. At last, we would be concentrating in 

large bomber formations with a fighter escort. For so long, we had been flying our 

individual missions on simple operations like photographic reconnaissance or 

minelaying duties. Some, like us, had not even seen a British fighter or even fired a shot 

in anger and it hardly seemed as if a war was on at all. Now, our airfields had many 

bombers at the ready, many had been flown in from inland airfields, and I could see 

that now our great Luftwaffe would be at last attacking England. 

 

Oberleutnant Heinz Schlegel 1/KG2 

We had dropped our bombs quite accurately on the airfield but we failed to see a fighter 

attack from the East and the rising sun. The aircraft was hit in the fuselage and the 

engines. I managed to climb into a thin layer of cloud but soon both engines seized. I 

knew some of the crew were injured so wasn’t sure if they could bale out so prepared 

for a forced landing. There was a small meadow ahead and we came to a standstill at a 

big tree. To my astonishment, we barely had time to crawl from the plane before ten 

unarmed British soldiers came storming through the grass to disarm my crew, whooping 

like Commanches on the warpath. We handed over our pistols – there was no way we 

could have conquered England with them anyway.  Bewildered, I was taken to what I 

learned later was an outpost of the London Scottish Regiment in Kent and confined in 

a small office adjoining the unit canteen. At the canteen counter, a long line of men 

were queuing unhurriedly to buy regimental cap-badges and tartan stocking tabs; from 

somewhere I heard the sound of bagpipes. Still dazed from the shock of the forced 

landing, I was puzzled: If England was due to be conquered in three days, how can 

these soldiers take time off for this? 

 

Flt Lt Thomas Dalton-Morgan 43 Sqn RAF 

 

I was Blue Leader and took off with Green and Yellow Sections to join Red Section 

over our base at Tangmere. We soon saw e/a heading inland from the sea in two separate 

formations 200 yards apart. I engaged a Ju88 in the rearmost formation delivering a 
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head-on attack. He burst into flames and P/O Woods-Scawen saw it dive steeply 

enveloped in flames. I carried on through the formation and tried to engage another 

Ju88 struggling behind the forward formation. As I fired two other JU88’s engaged me. 

My machine was hit it several places and caught fire. I hoped to make a forced landing 

and descended to 6000 feet when the aircraft became so hot that I had to bale out and 

landed at Cocking Down, Hampshire landing on a tree twisting tendons and spraining 

my ankle. A Ju88 had crashed nearby and I had difficulties in convincing the local 

constabulary that I was an RAF pilot as I had rushed getting dressed and was still 

wearing part of my pyjamas. I am now hopping about with the aid of crutches. 

 

Major Adolph Galland III/JG 26 Luftflotte 2 

 

We were at a disadvantage, and always will be on any attack made west of Selsey. In 

the east, our 109s have enough fuel to escort the bombers over the Channel and spend 

fifteen or twenty minutes over the English coast. To the west it is different, the Channel 

is much wider, our 109s have to travel further and by the time we are over the English 

coastline our pilots have to think about turning back. On the 13th August, we wondered 

why the RAF had not come out to meet us as they normally would, our bombers and 

their escorts had a clear run all the way. But the RAF had understood that we would 

use up valuable fuel to the English coast and only when it was nearly time for our fighter 

escort to turn back did the Spitfires and Hurricanes appear. For them, it meant that they 

could then attack our bombers without any fear of attack by our fighters. 

 

Flt Lt Bob Stanford Tuck 92 Sqn RAF 

 

Found myself and the two other aircraft of Blue Section due South of Selsey Bill. 

Heading through a large break in cloud saw a burst of AA fire directly above Selsey 

Bill at about 6000 feet. Immediately climbed towards it and spotted a Ju88 heading out 

to sea. Immediately gave chase, and he tried to get back into a cloud layer at 8000 feet 

but we were on him before he could get there. I got in one burst of 3 seconds from dead 

astern at about 200 yards, I saw a large flash and streams of white smoke from the port 

engine. The enemy aircraft did a steep dive straight down to the sea. Estimated we were 

at 450 mph in the dive. I now held my fire until he was just above the surface crabbing 

along owing to his port engine being out of action. Myself Blue 2 and 3 executed beam, 

quarter and stern attacks until he crashed into the sea 40 miles South of Selsey Bill. 

Flying low I saw two crew in the water waving their arms and immediately set course 

to signal a rescue boat to pick them up. Just as that was done, we saw another Ju88 

coming out to sea. We carried out several attacks until we had used up all our 

ammunition and he still seemed to be flying satisfactorily towards the French coast. I 

reformed my section and we returned to Warmwell to refuel. 

 

Sqn Leader Douglas Pain 500 Squadron, RAF Detling  

 

We took off on patrol at 06:30 in the bumbling old Anson and set course for the North 

Foreland, our usual sea departure point. The patrol was uneventful and we landed at 

Bircham Newton in Norfolk to refuel before returning to Detling. The weather was 

glorious and the Mess at Bircham Newton was famous for its food and drink so we 

lingered over a glass of port. Once airborne we flew down the coast past the Thames 

Estuary. The cloud cover was complete at 3000 feet but something looked odd about 

the airfield. The hangars were a mess and it looked as though the Ops block had taken 
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a direct hit. All the messes had been blown away except for the WAAF dining room. 

We landed carefully avoiding all the craters. If we hadn’t stopped for a glass of port, 

we would have arrived in the middle of the air raid. 

 

 

Unnoticed from the History of The Great War? 
 

BEF servicemen of colour on the Western Front. 
 

Thoughts for Black History Month 

Barrie Friend 

 

It is often thought that World War One was a European War, fought exclusively by Europeans 

and white colonials. We read too little of the contribution made by servicemen ‘of colour’ in 

the British army of World War One and the story of their loyalty and contribution should not 

be left to decay.  

 

Even by conservative estimates well over four million non-white men were mobilised into the 

European and American armies during the First World War, in combatant and non-combatant 

roles. In1914 most of Africa was under European rule and Great Britain and France controlled 

the two largest colonial empires. They drew on them extensively during the war for both human 

and material resources. 

 

Troops from India were rushed to the Western Front in 1914 to support the dwindling 

‘contemptible little army’ of Sir John French; 16,000 men were recruited into the British West 

Indies Regiment; black men residing in Britain  volunteered and were conscripted into the army 

and 140,000 Chinese contract labourers were hired by the British and French governments as 

part of the immigrant labour force working in France. Beyond Europe 120,000 black Africans 

defended the borders of Nigeria, The Gold Coast, Gambia and Sierra Leone adjacent to German 

territories and helped remove the Germans from Africa.  

 

India 

   

The British had regularly used colonial troops for imperial defence, but not in Europe or against 

other white races. Indian troops were not allowed to fight in the Boer War in South Africa 

(1899 – 1902). If a ‘coloured’ man was trained to raise arms against another European, what 

guarantee was there, so the racial thinking went, that he would not one day attack his own white 

master? 

England divided their subject people into ‘warlike’ and ‘non-warlike’ races. For British 

military recruitment, this meant that some ‘races’ from Nepal and the North Indian provinces 

– particularly Punjab – were more likely to be recruited to fight as they were considered 

inherently more ‘manly’ and warlike than men from other parts of India.  

 

In 1903 Lord Kitchener, appointed Commander in Chief India, set about a successful reform 

of the Indian army. This was far sighted for when Britain went to war in August 1914, he knew 

full well the abilities of the Indian Army and how they could support the BEF. In late September 

and early October 1914, two Indian divisions totalling some 24,000 men arrived at Marseilles 

to the joyous cries of ‘Vivent les Hindous’ and were almost immediately sent to the trenches 
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to fill in the gaps left by the heavy casualties suffered by the British Expeditionary Force after 

their retreat from Mons to The Aisne.  

 

 
 

Their first battle was south of Ypres in November where the Indian troops held advancing 

Germans, their first Victoria Cross was awarded the first of four by the end of 1915. 

 

Over the next four years, a total of 140,000 men were sent to France serving in the infantry, 

cavalry and as labourers. Most of them served there from October 1914 to December 1915 

taking part in some of the fiercest battles. 

 

This colonial army was raised primarily for internal and frontier defence not for fighting an 

industrial war with the challenge of long European winters fought in inadequate clothing. There 

were reports of widespread loss of morale and allegations of self-wounding in late October and 

early November of 1914 after the first shock of combat. Nevertheless, the professionalism and 

competence of the Indian Corps on the Western Front stood them in good stead. 

 

Following their actions at The First Battle of Ypres they were responsible for manning one 

third of the British line in France and they formed half of the attacking force in the Battle of 

Neuve Chapelle in March 1915 suffering 4,200 casualties whilst capturing important sections 

of the German line. Actions at St Julien, Aubers Ridge, Festubert and Loos followed in the 

same year. 

 

Up to October 1915 the Indian Corps suffered 33,000 casualties with some 4,500 killed and 

23,000 wounded. Total deaths including those in the Indian Labour Corps and the Cavalry 

Corps on The Western Front were some 8,500 and 50,000 wounded. 

 

Many wounded Indian soldiers were cared for in hospitals set along the southern coast of 

England, one of the most well-known being the Pavilion and Dome Hospital in Brighton. 

 

The 5,000 dead with no known graves are remembered on the memorial at Neuve Chapelle and 

on the Menin Gate.  

https://www.bl.uk/world-war-one/articles/voluntary-recruiting
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Neuve Chapelle Memorial 

 

By the end of 1915 the Indian Corps was severely depleted with the reserve system breaking 

down and with Kitchener’s New Army battalions starting to enter the field, the remains of the 

Corps was transferred to Mesopotamia. The cavalry remained on the Western Front and gained 

high praise in a charge in support of the attack on High Wood during The Battle of The Somme 

in September 1916. 

 

The Indian Corps, whatever its imperfections, played an important role in keeping the German 

army at bay in 1914 and in supporting the attempted allied breakthrough of the German lines 

in 1915; whatever the colour of their skin, the soldiers and their story should never be forgotten. 

 

British West Indies 

 

In 1915 a proposal for a separate West Indian contingent to aid the war effort was approved 

and the British West Indies Regiment (BWIR) was formed as a separate black unit within the 

British Army. A total of some 16,000 men, formed into12 battalions, were eventually recruited. 

11,000 of these men came from Jamaica. The first recruits sailed from Jamaica to Britain and 

arrived in October 1915 to train at a camp near Seaford on the Sussex coast. 
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West Indian troops stacking eight-inch shells at a dump on the Gordon Road, Ypres, 

October 1917. 

 

The members of the BWIR were non-combatants, regarded by some as a racist move, received 

lower pay, and were led by white officers. In July 1916 the BWIR’s 3rd and 4th battalions were 

sent to France and Belgium to work as ammunition carriers. Their role included labouring 

work, laying telephone wires and digging trenches, but they were not permitted to fight as a 

battalion. 

 

By the end of the war the BWIR had lost 1,481 men of whom 830 were killed or died in The 

United Kingdom and Western Front. In Seaford Cemetery there are more than 300 

Commonwealth War Graves and nineteen of the headstones display the crest of the BWIR 

whist others lie across the Western Front cemeteries of The Commonwealth War Graves 

Commission. 

  

 
Albert Communal Cemetery Extension, Somme, France 

 

United Kingdom 

 

Accurate statistics showing numbers of black men from within the United Kingdom who joined 

the services are unavailable but evidence exists that this happened as is demonstrated by the 

widely reported experience of Walter Tull who was Born in Folkestone in 1888 to a father from 
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Barbados and local white mother.  By the age of nine, Walter had lost both his parents he was 

sent to a Methodist orphanage in Bethnal Green where football became a passion and in 1908, 

he began playing for Clapton FC. He won many winners' medals in the FA Amateur Cup and 

in 1909 he signed as a professional for Tottenham Hotspur where he experienced for the first-

time spectator racism when Spurs travelled to play Bristol City. In October 1911 Tull moved 

to Northampton Town FC and when the First World War broke out, be became the first 

Northampton player to sign up to join the 17th (1st Football) Battalion of the Middlesex 

Regiment. In November 1915 his battalion arrived in France. In July 1916, he took part in the 

major Somme offensive as a sergeant.  

 

Recommended for further promotion despite military regulations forbidding "any negro or 

person of colour" being an officer, Tull received his commission in May 1917 and was sent to 

the Italian front as the first ever black officer in the British Army. He led his men at the Battle 

of Piave and was mentioned in dispatches for his "gallantry and coolness" under fire.  

 
 

Returning to the Western Front, on 25th March 1918, 2nd Lieutenant Tull was ordered to lead 

his men on an attack on the German trenches near Albert where he was killed. He was the first 

British-born black army officer and the first black officer to lead white British troops into battle. 

He has no known grave and is remembered on the Faubouge D’Amiens Memorial at Arras. 
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Walter Tull has not been overlooked from the history of the Great War as is evident from 

memorials, blue plaques, roads named after him in Northampton and Folkestone and a pub in 

Northampton. His iconic status shows that as a society we can move on from the class and 

social superiority enjoyed in Edwardian Britain and add to our understanding and knowledge 

of the Great War. If this can happen with one black man, how much more can we learn and 

understand if we delve with an open mind into the contribution off so many more? 

    

 
 

 

 Battle of Saumur (1940) 

 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia 

The Battle of Saumur occurred during the last stages of the Battle of France during World 

War II, when officer cadets from the Cavalry School at Saumur, led by superintendent Colonel 

Michon, made a defensive stand along the Loire River at Saumur and Gennes. For two days 

the Cavalry School, and other assorted units which had fallen back before the German 

Wehrmacht advance, held off a German attack. Since the battle occurred after the message 

by Marshal Pétain which called for an end to fighting (on 17 June 1940), the event is often 

considered one of the first acts of the French Resistance. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_France
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armoured_Cavalry_Branch_Training_School
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loire_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saumur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gennes,_Maine-et-Loire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philippe_P%C3%A9tain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Resistance
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Modern map of the vicinity of Saumur 

 

In the first week of June 1940, in accordance with instructions by General Maxime Weygand to 

delay German Wehrmacht army units, Colonel Michon issued contingency orders for the cadets 

to take up defensive positions along the southern bank of the Loire, not that there was any 

likelihood of Germans getting to the Loire. 

On 8/9 June there was an air raid against Saumur railway station, which killed three people. A 

further air raid at nearby Souzay took place on 13 June. 

On 13 June Paris was declared an open city and a meeting of the Anglo-French Supreme War 

Council with Churchill and the French Prime Minister Paul Reynaud was taking place 

in Tours, on the Loire. On 14 June the French government left Tours and fled to Bordeaux, 

Wehrmacht troops entered Paris. On 15 June Reynaud resigned and Philippe Pétain became 

Prime Minister. Next morning, through the Spanish ambassador, Pétain asked Germany for a 

cease fire and announced this fact over the radio. 

Forces 

The Wehrmacht troops advancing across France into the area of Saumur were from the 1st 

Cavalry Division (Germany). The battle therefore set graduates of the German cavalry school 

against the cadets from the French cavalry school. They had advanced at 45–60 miles a day. 

The Germans had 10,000 troops, some motorised, armoured cars, artillery and the usual 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maxime_Weygand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglo-French_Supreme_War_Council
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglo-French_Supreme_War_Council
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Churchill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Reynaud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tours
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philippe_P%C3%A9tain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1st_Cavalry_Division_(Germany)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1st_Cavalry_Division_(Germany)
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divisional equipment, whereas the French troops comprised 800 of the younger cadets who had 

joined the school 3 months earlier, older cadets having been assigned as junior officers of 

regiments, those teachers who had not already joined their normal units, and any retreating men 

that could be collected to add to the defence. 

One of the annual war games played by the students at the Cavalry School was to organise a 

defence along the Loire river, covering four bridges and a front of 40 kilometres (25 mi), the 

1940 game would be at this location, but with live bullets. The French army manual required 

80,000 men and several divisional artillery units to cover a 40 km front, the students comprised 

just 780, although they had acquired rifles, 10 old 25 mm guns, 35 machine guns, three first 

world war armoured cars, four 81 mm mortars, seven 60 mm mortars and two 75 mm artillery 

pieces by 18 June 1940. Eventually by the time battle took place, by acquiring retreating 

soldiers and some additional units, including 200 Algerian riflemen, 450 men from an 

armoured warfare training centre, 210 men from a groupe franc private army who arrived with 

five Hotchkiss H39 tanks and threePanhard 178 armoured cars, Michon had 2,190 men lined 

up to face the 10,000 German troops. 

Defences 

The front comprised to the west, the town of Gennes on the south bank, with double suspension 

bridges connecting the north via an island. The north bank comprised a Levee, which extended 

east for the whole of the 40 km front, behind which is a lower old flood plain. Small villages 

built into the southern bank cliffs, overlooking the river and a number of islands in the river, 

filled the 20 km until you reach Saumur which had another double bridge of stone via 

the Offard island which is 1.5 km by 0.5 km and was covered in buildings, overlooked by the 

ancient Château de Saumur. A rail line over a bridge just to the east of Saumur entered a tunnel 

into the cliffs on the south bank. Another 20 km further east, along which there were a number 

of small villages, also built into the cliffs overlooking the river and more small islands is the 

town of Montsoreau with a truss road bridge across the river. 

 
Pont des Cadets de Saumur sign 

Preparations were made to destroy the four bridges, over which refugees were streaming south. 

Sappers from 6th Engineers based at Angers arrived with lorries loaded with explosives. 

Barricades were set up and fox holes dug. The students and troops were allocated into a group 

of around 20 students called a Brigade, four or five brigades made a Troop, each Brigade had 

a task, some being static and others in reserve were given transport so they could rush to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hotchkiss_H35
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panhard_178
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gennes,_Maine-et-Loire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Levee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ch%C3%A2teau_de_Saumur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/6th_Engineer_Regiment_(France)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pont_des_Cadets_de_Saumur_sign.JPG
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threatened areas. Each bridge was given one Brigade, a section of tirailleurs a 25mm cannon, 

two mortars and a heavy machine gun. Between each bridge were two Troops. 

Communications were established using the civilian telephone system and some old radios. 

Sadly for the defenders, the river level had recently fallen revealing multiple sand banks and 

small islands. 

Men and materials not required for the defence were evacuated south, as were 800 horses 

belonging to the Cavalry School and the world famous Cadre Noir, together with their saddles 

and ceremonial harnesses. Refugees crossing the river were also sent further south. A 

reconnaissance unit was sent north to try to locate the enemy. The Mayor of Saumur was not 

sure they wanted to be defended, all towns with a population of over 20,000 had been declared 

open, Saumur now full of refugees possibly qualified but the army would not countenance 

making the town open or allowing the population to evacuate. Petain had not received a reply 

from the Germans and sent a message contradicting a previous message, saying that France 

had not abandoned the struggle nor laid down arms. Saumur therefore accepted the position 

and prepared for a siege. On 18 June at 9pm a telephone call was received at the HQ Les 

Grandes Brises, 800m east of the Chateau de Saumur warning that the Germans were 20 km 

north of Saumur. 

Battle 

The lead elements of the Wehrmacht 1st Cavalry Division, the only horsed cavalry division in 

the German army, all others having converted to armoured cars and tanks, arrived at the river 

at Saumur just before midnight on 18 June with reconnaissance units riding motorcycles with 

sidecars, followed by armoured cars. A 25 mm gun manned by Cadet Hoube scored the first 

hit. It was the start of the battle that was to continue until 20 June. The French blew the Pont 

Napoleon at Saumur just after midnight, the Montsoreau bridge at 1:15 am and 1,700 kilos 

of melinite destroyed the railway bridge to the east of Saumur at 3:00 am. 

At dawn on the 19th, a German staff car approached the destroyed Saumur bridge and a German 

and French officer got out and approached the bridge under a white flag. The French opened 

fire, it is unknown why, the car was destroyed and the two officers lay dead. The Germans 

brought up artillery to bombard the town. 2,000 shells hit Saumur over the next two days. A 

number of ancient buildings were destroyed, the civil population suffered casualties and hid in 

the cellars and wine caves. Telephone lines were cut to the HQ and it was too exposed to 

shellfire, so that evening it relocated 3 km west to Auberge de Marsoleau, near the airfield. 

Fighting continued throughout the day with Cadets on the island firing at any targets offered. 

The 25 mm gun on the island scoring nine more hits on armoured vehicles. 

The morning of the 20th was strangely quiet, some students crossed from the Island to the north 

bank and found it deserted, the Germans were presumed to have gone east or west to effect 

crossings elsewhere.[1]:121 Several French died on the north bank taking the battle to the 

Germans including Lt Gérard de Buffévent who was posthumously awarded the Légion 

d'Honneur. 

West 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tirailleur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cadre_Noir
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1st_Cavalry_Division_(Wehrmacht)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Picric_acid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Saumur_(1940)#cite_note-RMFHA-1
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At Gennes, to the west of Saumur, Wehrmacht scouts arrived in the afternoon and early evening 

as motor cyclists approached, the suspension bridge on the north was blown. The 11th century 

church of St Eusèbe, on the high ground overlooking the bridge was an excellent view point 

and a good location for another of the 25 mm guns, however at 8pm on the evening of 19 June, 

50 German troop carriers arrived on the north bank packed with assault troops. Artillery began 

to bombard the island and Gennes, destroying the tower of St Eusèbe and setting buildings in 

the town on fire. The Wehrmacht then assaulted the island in the river using rubber boats but 

were repelled by the Cadets and Algerian riflemen by midnight. An engineer, worried that his 

charges might be damaged by another bombardment, without orders, blew the southern bridge, 

isolating the troops on the island. The wounded had to be evacuated by boat. 

Early next morning on the 20th, having been reinforced and with more artillery, the Wehrmacht 

used rafts and boats to overwhelm the few defenders on the island when their ammunition had 

run out, but they were unable to cross from the island to the south bank of the Loire, which was 

still strongly defended by four units of cadets. 

Moving westward downriver, the Germans looked for an alternative crossing point, identifying 

a gap that was only lightly held, where despite students arriving and inflicting casualties on the 

Germans the Wehrmacht managed to establish a small bridgehead on the south shore. 

Other Wehrmacht moving further west towards Angers, managed to find a point at which they 

could force a crossing against a different French defending unit and captured the city of Angers, 

Whilst reinforcements were approaching Gennes to repel the German bridgehead, yet another 

German bridgehead was established between Gennes and Saumur, threatening to take the town 

from the rear. The reinforcements were diverted to this new threat. 

The cadets at Gennes, supported by two tanks were ordered to take back the bridgehead west 

of them, by 3pm, the Gennes commander was able to report that they had been successful and 

the left bank of the Loire was in the hands of the French, but casualties had been high. The 

German casualties around Gennes were between 200 and 300. 

East 

 
Wehrmacht crossing point to Le Petit-Puy east of railway bridge 

To the east of Saumur, after the bridge of Montsoreau was blown, it was quiet until dawn on 

the 20th June when the Germans tried a 5:00 am crossing between Montsoreau and Saumur 

and despite losses, managed to obtain a foothold on the south bank at Le Petit-Puy but were 

held back from advancing on Saumur by the cadets based around the railway viaduct. Three 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Saumur21Jun40.jpg
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armoured cars patrolled the river road east of Saumur trying to keep the area clear of additional 

Wehrmacht reinforcements rowing across the river and driving them back to stop them 

assaulting Saumur.[1]:128 It was not possible to eliminate the Wehrmacht as they could shelter 

in the troglodyte houses in the cliff. 

 
Aunis farm near Saumur 

Aunis farm on the flat plateau 1,800m inland of the Loire river and cliffs was the HQ of troop 

leader Captain de St-Blanquat and the troop brigades ordered to protect the gap between the 

railway bridge at Saumur and Montsoreau and when the Wehrmacht landed on the south side 

of the river, the unit realised it was in an excellent position to provide a defendable position to 

block a German breakout and trenches were quickly dug. The position was equally important 

to the Germans who opened up with artillery from north of the river using an aircraft as a 

spotter plane. Outlying student units began to attack Wehrmacht mortar positions in the 

bridgehead that were firing on the farm, causing it to catch fire, suffering casualties in the 

process. French military infantry officer students from St Maixent had arrived early on 20 June 

and initially ordered towards Gennes were diverted to the eastern sector and sent into a 

counterattack to relieve the pressure on Aunis, with the backing of the five Hotchkiss tanks of 

the reserve. Fighting had gone on for six hours with part of the farm on fire and under artillery, 

mortar and machine gun fire, with multiple assaults having been made by the Germans, each 

one beaten back by the students when at 1:00 pm the counterattack from the south was 

mounted. The German artillery barrage switched to the advancing students and tanks knocking 

out two of the tanks, the remaining three pulled back, but the infantry students managed to 

reach the farm, reinforcing the cavalry cadets. The farm cellar was full of wounded, a second 

barn caught fire and the French decided to pull back south before they were surrounded. The 

Wehrmacht taking the farm in the late afternoon. The Germans and their French prisoners then 

tended to the wounded and collected the dead of both sides that were in the fields around the 

farm. 

Among the French soldiers killed was the organist and composer Jehan Alain he was assigned 

to reconnoitre the German advance on the eastern side of Saumur and encountered a group of 

Wehrmacht soldiers at Le Petit-Puy. Coming around a curve, and hearing the approaching tread 

of the Germans, he abandoned his motorcycle and engaged the enemy troops with his carbine, 

killing 16 of them before being killed himself. He was posthumously awarded the Croix de 

Guerre for his bravery,[  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Saumur_(1940)#cite_note-RMFHA-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cave_dweller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint-Maixent-l%27%C3%89cole
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jehan_Alain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Saumur_(1940)#cite_note-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Aunis_farm_near_Saumur.JPG
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Further to the east, the Wehrmacht had also managed to cross the river towards Tours and were 

advancing south and circling behind Saumur. A bridge at Port-Boulet which had failed to 

collapse when demolition explosives went off was well defended until captured at midnight of 

20/21 June. The German commander gave an order to disengage from the Saumur fight, as it 

was easier to bypass the town rather than continue against the stiff resistance and incur more 

heavy losses. 

Conclusion 

A national armistice had been agreed on 19 June; however, it was on the afternoon of the 20th 

when Germany gave instructions about where and when the armistice would be signed: the 

French delegation would cross into German territory at Tours at 5 pm on 20 June. Meanwhile, 

at 9:00 pm on 20 June, with Tours to the east and Angers to the west in German hands and with 

orders to pull back, Colonel Michon decided the cadets could no longer hold Saumur and 

withdrew them south. The defenders were exhausted, but those that could made their way 

south, many by bicycle, to a rendezvous south of Fontevraud Abbey where the bodies of two 

English kings are buried:Henry II and Richard the Lionheart. 

The Battle of Saumur was fought on the 125th anniversary of the Battle of Waterloo and 

acquired a special name, La Haie Sainte (The Sacred Line). 

There was evidence that German officers, posing as Belgian civilian refugees, had shot two 

Cadets on the 20th at Gennes; one of the Germans died later that day and was found with army 

dog tags under his shirt. A similar problem of spies was encountered at Montsoreau where an 

empty house was discovered with a map marked with where the defenders were dug in and two 

men in civilian clothing were found carrying signalling equipment on the south bank. 

Why the battle took place is a bit of a mystery. The students provided the moral backbone to 

the defence; their decision to fight was probably because they could not face the dishonour of 

simply retreating. They therefore fought for their honour. The students were backed by other 

units and there were many instances of outstanding personal bravery, even though they knew 

it was only hours before the war would end and they were heavily outnumbered and outgunned. 

Many Wehrmacht officers commented on the bravery of the French students. To the French 

public, the cadets' resistance formed a seed for the rebuilding of French honour. Charles de 

Gaulle had made his appeal of 18 June and considered the action by the Cadets to be the first 

act of resistance. 

Max Hastings in All Hell Let Loose describes the battle in great detail and focuses on Colonel 

Michon, whom he calls "an old war horse" somewhat affectionately. 

Aftermath 

The Wehrmacht entered Saumur on the morning of 21 June, the students retreated, with many 

burying their weapons before they were captured. The German commander, General Kurt 

Feldt, praised the resistance of the students in his after action report, in which he was the first 

to call them "Cadets of Saumur". 

The armistice was signed on 22 June at Compiègne. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tours
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Of the 560 student officers from Saumur, 79 were killed and 47 wounded. In total 250 French 

were killed or wounded. Two tanks were destroyed. The Germans lost 132 killed, hundreds 

wounded and 7 armoured vehicles were destroyed. 

The 218 students captured by the Germans were released in the following days instead of being 

interned, the cadets marched south, in the heat of summer, covering 43 km on 4 July, 35 km 

the next day as they passed St Maixent, then on the 8th they arrived in sight of the Demarcation 

Line, after cleaning their uniforms and polishing their boots they marched, singing, across the 

line to the Free Zone between lines of German soldiers standing at attention. They would be 

joined by other students as they acquired the opportunity to escape. 

The school was Mentioned in Despatches at the Order of the Army by General Maxime 

Weygand. The school became Stalag 181, holding French prisoners of war from October 1940 

until June 1942. During the war the town became a centre for resistance, unable to capture 

some of the trouble makers, the town was fined FF 500,000 by the Germans, but after the war, 

it was awarded the Croix de Guerre with palm, the citation referring to the town being a symbol 

of French patriotism. The bridges were repaired under orders from the Germans, until in 1944 

when Allied bombers destroyed them again in an attempt to isolate the Normandy battlefields 

by destroying all routes over the Loire river. The town of Saumur would remain occupied until 

the liberation of the town on 30 August 1944 by the forces of an ex-student of the school, U.S. 

General George S. Patton, who had been studying there in 1912 under the then Colonel Maxime 

Weygand. 

Book Reviews 

 

Robert Harris V2 

 
 

The first rocket will take five minutes to hit London. You have six minutes to stop the 

second. 

 

In a desperate gamble to avoid defeat in the winter of 1944, Hitler orders ten thousand V2 
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rockets to be built. 

 

Kay Caton-Walsh is an officer in the Women's Auxiliary Air Force, and a survivor of a V2 

strike. As the rockets devastate London, she joins a unit of WAAFs on a mission to newly 

liberated Belgium, charged with locating and destroying the launch sites. 

 

'An immersive thriller set against a tense historical backdrop ... Once again Harris has 

placed the reader at the heart of a great historic event, using a small story to tell a great 

one.' Financial Times 

 

 

London: Bombed, Blitzed and Blown Up 

The British Capital Under Attack Since 1867 

 

 Ian Jones  

  

Pages: 503 hardback 

ISBN: 9781473878990 

Published: 6th October 2016 
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Ian Jones career in bomb disposal spanned thirty-five years. As a major in the British Army 

he served as CO for all bomb disposal personnel in Northern Ireland. After retirement from the 

Army, Ian served as an Explosives Officer for the Metropolitan Police. Ian was made a Member 

of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire in 1993 

 

Summary: When it comes to being bombed, London is unique. Although it cannot claim to be 

the most bombed capital city in terms of the weight of explosive detonated it has endured the 

most varied and unrelenting attack since the discovery of explosives.  

 

From the first Irish Republican bomb in 1867, London and its population have been under 

almost constant assault. Terrorism features in virtually every decade from the 1860s to the 

present and has caused much damage, particularly during the late 1980s and early 1990s.  

 

However, by far the greatest destruction was from the air. The Zeppelin and Gotha bomber 

raids in the First World War being but a foretaste of what would happen in the Second. Then 

the capital was devastated, firstly by the Luftwaffe’s aeroplanes and then Hitler’s ‘vengeance’ 

weapons, the V-1s and V-2s. After the Second World War the bombers returned, in the form 

of the IRA and then the home-grown terrorists of 2005.  

 

Written by a former Explosives Officer who worked for the Counter Terrorism Command of 

the Metropolitan Police, this is the most comprehensive and record of Britain’s capital under 

attack that has ever been compiled. 

 

"And he is rising mad who searches here for meaning "1 

 

Review: I have a great memory of Major Henderson GM an Explosives officer with the 

Metropolitan Police arriving at the Horse and Groom in North Street Guildford a few hours 

after the building was bombed. He arrived in a white Range Rover with a Traffic driver, getting 

out of the vehicle with a ready smile for police by now manning the cordon. Everything about 

him said, “OK lads, I am here now, everything is under control!” Every licensed EOD 

(Explosive Ordnance Disposal) operator deserves the greatest of respect and merits the award 

of a high gallantry medal. You just have to read the section in the book covering the PIRA 

campaign in London to realise the almost daily exposure to high levels of risk yet they always 

went forward. The level of expertise of the Operators is very apparent as is trying to work 

through the possibility of booby traps and secondary devices.  

 

This book is also about operational police history in London and in that context is one of the 

best. It is not possible to initiate an explosion be it terrorist or an act of war without the police 

becoming immediately involved. The book is a tribute to those who dealt with UXBs during 

the war, former military men who worked for the Metropolitan Police at Explosives Officers 

 
1 Pilot officer TR Hodgson KIA over Germany 1941 Page 13 
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and police, the patrolling officers sent to incidents where EODs may have been deployed or 

bombs dropped from the sky. Ian Jones from the experience of a practical man praises the 

police officer’s courage and commitment to their duty and to the public often in extraordinary 

circumstances.  

 

The British police in wartime had an extraordinary role, rarely written about and mostly 

forgotten. They were in the thick of it when bombs dropped and aircraft crashed. Every bomb 

was an incident, recorded and reported on, every death to be investigated and reported to the 

coroner. The volume and range of their work was huge undertaken with reduced resources after 

so many of the young officers were called to the Colours. To supplement the police came the 

War Reserve and Special Constables without which the system of policing would have 

collapsed. In chapters titled “Fear” and others covering the Blitz and flying bombs the detailed 

planning for the coming of war is set out, undertaken regardless of Chamberlain and his piece 

of paper. 

 

 

 
 

 

The Metropolitan Police were awarded 81 George Medals during the Second World War (a 

total of 138 GMs have been awarded to the Metropolitan Police) 66 of which were in 1941 at 

the height of the blitz. Jones also explores the work of Bomb Disposal officers in London with 

men of the Royal Engineers exhibiting raw courage in their extraordinarily dangerous work 

disposing of thousands of unexploded devices during which several were killed or seriously 

injured. Many of the operators were awarded GCs and GMs. 
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This is a large book, which is as much about policing, as it is bombs, bombing and the evolution 

to the Counter Terrorist Command and the employment of former army EOD specialists.  Jones 

writes, “ It is generally accepted that those who are engaged in some form of useful activity in 

the face of danger tend to be less fearful or aware of the consequences of it. Police officers 

responding to bomb threats or explosions are often so preoccupied with their duty that there is 

no time to be afraid. Many have paid the ultimate price for their dedication to duty. This book 

frequently focuses on the work of these officers. It is those who are first on the scene and having 

to deal with the confused, chaotic and disorganised situations they find, often working against 

the clock, have the hardest job.” This has ever been the case and the book explores many threats 

from early IRA, Suffragettes and anarchists, world wars, Middle East terrorism impact on 

London through to PIRA and explosives used for extortion, racism and even the use of a rocket 

propelled grenade against the SIS building. The final chapter concentrates on the suicide 

attacks of 2005 setting out the unfolding events of the day making the point that “it is the 

survivors, emergency services civil defenders, volunteers, bomb disposal officers and the 

ordinary people that have for the last 140 years made the difference. Because of them the bombs 

have not succeeded and ever will. Whatever happens London and it people will survive.” 

 

Four George Medals went to that gallant band of explosives officers who all defused large 

numbers of PIRA and other devices. Donald Henderson 1976; Geoffrey Biddle 1976; George 

Gurney a bar to his GM in 1983, his first GM was awarded whilst serving in the army; Kenneth 

Howarth explosives officer was killed whilst dealing with an IRA bomb in Oxford Street and 

was awarded the George Medal in 1983. Roger Goad, another explosives officer, attempted to 

defuse a bomb in a shop doorway in Kensington Church Street immediately after tackling 

another device. The bomb exploded and killed him. He was awarded the George Cross in 1976. 

 

The author Ian Jones is to be congratulated for his extensive research and for writing the story 

of the courage of the Metropolitan Police be they warranted officers or members of the civil 

staff such as the Explosives Officers. A man who obviously recognises the skills, pressures and 

cool courage required to deal with explosives and explosive incidents has written an 

unforgettable book. The actions of first responders, particularly the EXPOs, was not impulsive 

courage but calculated, making their actions even more inspirational. 

 

In this account neither detail of the criminal enquiries into bombings nor the work of the 

present-day specialist officers are described as clearly the writer accepts, he has no expertise 

in either discipline.  

 

Jones makes a plea “It would benefit future generations if someone suitably qualified undertook 

to record all this good work (The PIRA campaign from the 1970s to the 1990s in England). I 

say this because when I was researching the 1939-1940 IRA campaign there was a complete 

dearth of records or information about how the police dealt with the problem then.” This is a 

common problem. T 
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This is a brilliant book and I add to the plea of Ian Jones that one day a sequel will follow 

covering the same ground outside of the Metropolitan Police District with another 

concentrating on the police response to the PIRA campaign in England.  

 

Well done Ian Jones. 

 

 

 

Winston Churchill and the Art of Leadership 
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Author 

 

Dr WILLIAM NESTER, a Professor at the Department of Government and Politics, St. John’s 

University, New York, is the author of thirty-seven books on history and politics. His book 

George Rogers Clark: I Glory in War won the Army Historical Foundation’s best biography 

award for 2013, and Titan: The Art of British Power in the Age of Revolution and Napoleon, 

won the New York Military Affairs Symposium's 2016 Arthur Goodzett Book Award 

 

Many indeed, are the biographies of Winston Churchill, one of the most influential figures of 

the twentieth century. But what was that influence and how did he use it in the furtherance of 

his and his country’s ambitions? For the first time, Professor William Nestor has delved into 

the life and actions of Churchill to examine just how skilfully he manipulated events to placed 

him in positions of power. 

His thirst for power stirred political controversy wherever he intruded. Those who had to deal 

directly with him either loved or hated him. His enemies condemned him for being an egoist, 

publicity hound, double-dealer, and Machiavellian, accusations that his friends and even he 

himself could not deny. He could only serve Britain as a statesman and a reformer because he 

was a wily politician who won sixteen of twenty-one elections that he contested between 1899 

and 1955. 

 

The House of Commons was Churchill's political temple where he exalted in the speeches and 

harangues on the floor and the backroom horse-trading and comradery. Most of his life he was 

a Cassandra, warning against the threats of Communism, Nazism, and nuclear Armageddon. 

With his ability to think beyond mental boxes and connect far-flung dots, he clearly foretold 

events to which virtually everyone else was oblivious. Yet he was certainly not always right 

and was at times spectacularly wrong. 

 

This is the first book that explores how Churchill understood and asserted the art of power, 

mostly through hundreds of his own insights expressed through his speeches and writings. 

 

Review 

 

The question left in the air; does the book fulfil the promise made within the title? Is the work 

unequivocal in identifying the “Art of Leadership” and “How Winston changed the World”? 

The hackneyed sub-titles, “changing the world” and “art of leadership”, cover what is largely 

familiar ground. It is not however, written for professional scholars though he is one himself. 

The book is about an extraordinary man living through tumultuous times with so many great 

stories to tell. However, many of these stories have been told so often an approach or catchy 

title has to be found to justify yet another biography of Churchill. 
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Is this amongst possibly thousands of books and articles the book “that explores how Churchill 

understood and asserted the art of power”? I am not sure it does. A further claim “For the first 

time, Professor William Nestor has delved into the life and actions of Churchill to examine just 

how skilfully he manipulated events to placed him in positions of power.” These are huge 

claims to make when the extraordinary works of Martin Gilbert, Roy Jenkins and Andrew 

Roberts among many, many others are taken into account. There can be little left for “first 

time” claims with Churchill! 

 

The book is a general biography from childhood to death (last ten years of his life on two pages) 

and encompasses significant periods of Churchill’s life when he had, though he sought them, 

few responsibilities. Churchill from childhood was self-centred and too individualistic, 

probably lacking empathy to be a team player. No one doubts his physical courage but it may 

be said that some of his actions he took to be noticed! (By choosing to ride a grey into battle in 

Afghanistan, Churchill was making sure that no one could fail to notice his endeavours.) He 

was frequently wrong. Impossible for many to work with and some including Viscount 

Alanbrooke say towards the end of the war, his abilities were failing. Just worn out. He then 

lost two elections to Atlee before winning the October 1951 election. Despite suffering a stroke 

in 1953, Churchill remained in office until April 1955, when he resigned at the age of eighty. 

Post war Churchill was not at his best and was not a leader to many just a frustration.  

 

Amongst the biographical detail there is a significant amount of period data that establishes 

context but adds little to the stated aim of the book. However, it is accessible, not a 1,000-page 

blockbuster and there are a number of American insights from the New York based academic. 

 

It is by modern history works a short book of 258 pages containing an extensive small print 

bibliography of 15 pages and notes of 21 pages with a seven-page index. However, the work 

is very readable though with some questionable statements. 

  

If you are new to the subject of the role of Churchill in the life of the United Kingdom this 

biography with its additional historical material will ease you into the subject. If his 

contribution is doubted, judge how the wartime generation bade him farewell with his state 

funeral in 1965 and the continuing extolling his contribution. There is a reason why there are 

so many books continuing to be published with Churchill in the title. 

 

 


